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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a general framework for the integration of
speaker and speech recognizers. The framework poses the problem
of combining speech and speaker recognizers as the joint maxi-
mization of the a posteriori probability of the word sequence and
speaker given the observed utterance. It is shown that the pos-
teriori probability can be expressed as the product of four terms:
a likelihood score from a speaker-independent speech recognizer,
the (normalized) likelihood score of a text-dependent speaker rec-
ognizer, the likelihood of a speaker-dependent statistical language
model, and the prior probability of the speaker. Efficient search
strategies are discussed, with a particular focus on the problem of
recognizing and verifying name-based identity claims over very
large populations (e.g., ”My name is John Doe”). The efficient
search approach uses a speaker-independent recognizer to first
generate a list of top hypotheses, followed by a resorting of this
list based on the combined score of the four terms discussed above.
Experimental results on an over-the-telephone speech recognition
task show a 34% reduction in the error rate where the test-set con-
sists of users speaking their first and last name from a grammar
covering 1 million unique persons.

1. INTRODUCTION

The speech signal conveys several levels of information, includ-
ing the spoken message (words), the identity of the talker, and the
language spoken. The aim in automatic speech processing is to
extract this information for use in a variety of applications, includ-
ing information access (database queries), services, and commu-
nications. Typically, the speech and speaker recognition problems
are treated as separate extraction goals and, as a result, are of-
ten designed to ignore or remove the other information conveyed
in the signal. For example, speaker-independent speech recogniz-
ers often reduce speaker variability through speaker normalization
techniques in an attempt to improve performance, while speaker
recognition systems often treat the text of the speaker as unwanted
variability.

For some applications, however, combining the information
from the speech and speaker recognizers can provide substantial
benefits to the application goal. For example, combined speech
and speaker recognizers could be beneficial in the class of prob-
lems where the goal of the automatic system is to recognize what
a particular person is saying. A specific problem in this category
is the automatic recognition of spoken identity claims (e.g., ”My
name is John Doe”). For this problem, the system can utilize a
speaker recognition system to help guide the speech recognition
search for the identity claim that corresponds to the person whose
voice characteristics most closely matches that of the user. Pre-
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results in [1] and extended in this paper show significant
n this approach.
her class of problems benefiting from a combined speech
er recognizer involves identifying or detecting a partic-
n by how they speak. Techniques to address this prob-
been based both on the acoustic characteristics of the
voice, as well as the particular words and phrases a user
at helps differentiates them from other talkers. Applica-
ude surveillance, verification of a customer by monitor-
versation between the agent and customer, and speaker
We presented an approach to improved speaker detection
nce based on speaker-dependent word/phrase choices in
echnique relied on speaker-dependent statistical language
N-grams) to represent the idiosyncratic differences be-
ividual speakers. A similar approach was also demon-
[3].
ly, combined speech and speaker recognizers can be used
aneously perform speaker and knowledge verification.
ge (or verbal information) verification is the authentica-
erson’s identity based on their ability to provide answers
ns only known the correct user. Answers to the question
rified by performing speech recognition followed by a

on of the text (or natural language interpretation) to the
nswer stored in a database. Successful techniques that
ously perform speaker and knowledge verification have
ented in [4, 5].
paper presents a framework for the combination of speech
er recognizers. In Section 2, we present a formulation of
em as one of jointly maximizing the probability of the
uence and the speaker given the observed acoustics. This
on leads to a clear identification of the necessary sub-
mponents that contribute to the objective function. An

search strategy is then discussed based on a rescoring
ker-independent recognizer’s N-best list of hypotheses.

explores the application of this formulation and effi-
ch strategy to the problem of large-scale identity claim
n. The speech and speaker recognition subsystems are
, and new experimental results are presented that extend
us work on this problem. Combining speech and speaker
rs reduce the error rate on this problem by 34%.

2. FORMULATION

ss the applications described in the previous section, a
k is required for combining speech and speaker recog-
stems. Stated mathematically, the goal is to find the
uence and the speaker that maximizes the joint probabil-

all possible word sequences � and speakers �, condi-
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The four components represent the contribution from a
speaker-independent recognizer (SI-Speech), a (normalized) text-
dependent speaker recognizer (TD-Speaker), a speaker-dependent
language model (SD-Lang), and a prior for the given speaker,
� ���. The speaker-dependent language model represents how a
particular person chooses their words. For example, if a person
has a habit of saying certain phrases (”Yes, exactly”) or uses par-
ticular disfluencies (”um”), and/or filler words indicating speaker
turns in a dialog (”yeah”), then this speaker-dependent language
model will help to identify the individual person by theses word se-
quences. This has been implemented with a standard N-gram sta-
tistical language model[2, 3]. The prior probability of the speaker,
� ���, can be estimated from the application if data is available
(e.g., frequency of calling and/or ANI for telephony applications),
or can simply set to a constant if data is unavailable.

The three likelihood terms and the prior in (1) can be com-
bined in the search at various time/state resolutions, from the
frame-level to the utterance-level. The combination at the frame-
level could be accomplished for example in the forward pass of a
Viterbi search. However, for large numbers of speakers and possi-
ble word sequences, the search space implemented in the forward
pass of Viterbi will be very large, ��Words � Speakers�. In this
case, efficient search strategies are required.

One such search strategy uses a multi-pass rescoring approach,
where the speaker-independent recognizer is used first to generate
a list of N-Best hypotheses of spoken word sequence. Once the
N-Best list is specified, then the combined score from the three
likelihood terms and the prior in (1) can be used to resort the N-
Best list. While this approach is suboptimal, it greatly reduces the
complexity of the search.

3. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: NAME-BASED IDENTITY
CLAIM RECOGNITION

Many current applications of automatic speech/speaker recogni-
tion technologies are designed to provide over-the-telephone ac-
cess to personal accounts and services. Examples include voice-
activated access to brokerage and bank accounts, telephone calling
card accounts, insurance and medical records, and personalized
voice portals. Each of these applications requires that the users
identify themselves so that the user’s personal profile (e.g., favorite
stock portfolio, sports teams, etc) can be loaded and made read-
ily available. Application developers have a number of ways to
elicit the user’s identity, but perhaps the most convenient and user-
friendly is to have the system simply prompts the user to speak
their name.

However, the automatic recognition of spoken names over
very large name grammars is a significant challenge, preventing
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e problem this way facilitates the use of the framework
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em Description

to Equation (1), the name-based identity claim system
here makes the following simplifications:

choice of words when speaking a name is not indica-
e of the speaker’s identity (i.e., the language model term
�� ��� � � �� �), and

prior probability of the speaker is not known, so the
m � ��� is constant and therefore can be dropped from
search.

lting maximization problem for name-based identity
be expressed as
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(2)

eech Recognition Subsystem

h recognition system used is described in [6]. The acous-
ls use context dependent triphones states that are clus-
g bottom-up agglomerative clustering. Each state cluster
et of Gaussians (called genones).The system was trained
a million digit strings, stock quote requests, and pho-

rich utterances collected over the telephone from various
he output score of the recognizer is composed as follows

caling the language model score)
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eaker Recognition Subsystem

ker recognition subsystem used in the following experi-
based on a likelihood ratio detector. The score of an ut-
obtained by computing the average log-likelihood ratio
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� ������� � � � ��� � denotes the set of feature vectors
from the utterance by the feature extraction front-end, ��
aker model (corresponding to the speaker that the caller
be), and � is the text-independent background model
ormalizing the likelihood scores.

mbined System

e the efficient multipass search strategy described in the
section to solve the maximization problem in (2), where
mbined score that will be used to resort the N-Best list,
mputed by summing the speech and speaker scores as

bove, i.e.,

	� � 	�����	 � 	 � 	������ � (5)



The scalar weight 	 provides a tunable parameter depending on
the relative quality of the speech and speaker recognition systems.
(Before combining the above scores, the log likelihoods from the
speech and speaker recognizers are normalized to compensate for
difference in the dynamic range (on a held-out testset).)

3.2. Experiments

The goal of these experiments is to determine the potential impact
of integrating speaker recognition scores into the speech recogni-
tion search process. These experiments will focus on a multi-pass
approach, where the N-Best list of the recognizer is rescored with
the speaker recognition system.

The test-set of name-based identity claims used for these ex-
periments is composed of 1000 utterances of personal names (first
and last name) spoken over long distance telephone lines. There
are 500 unique speakers in the testset. The grammar consists of
approximately 1 million first+last names from the white pages of a
United States city telephone directory. That means that the poten-
tial size of the group in which the speakers have to be identified is
1 million.

After completing a first pass, the speech recognizer produced
an N-Best list of the top (unique) hypotheses according to the
speech recognition score. For every entry in the N-best list, an
associated speaker recognition score was computed by scoring the
spoken utterance against the speaker model associated with this
entry. If the entry did not belong to the correct user and a model ex-
isted for that entry, then a score was computed against this model.
However, given the large number of possible first+last names on
the N-Best list we did not have speaker models for many of the en-
tries. Therefore, to simulate the performance of the new technique
where every entry is a competitive identity claim, we generated
a speaker recognition score by randomly choosing a score from
a pre-computed distribution of impostors estimated on a similar
task.

Table 1. Example of a name-based identity claim capture with an
N-Best rescoring approach. The correct transcript is “chris craft”.
Combining the speech and speaker recognition scores identifies
the second entry in the N-Best list as the best scoring hypothesis,
which corrects the original error made by the speech recognizer.

N Hypothesis 	�����	 	������ 	�

1 chris graf 1.01 0.91 2.08
2 chris craft 1.00 1.00 2.18
3 chris krauss 0.47 0.01 0.48
4 chris kress 0.18 0.96 1.32
5 christi crouse 0.10 0.00 0.10
6 bruce graf 0.06 0.02 0.08
7 craig kraft 0.04 0.18 0.25
8 chris groves 0.02 0.00 0.02
9 christine craft 0.01 0.00 0.01
10 curtis craft 0.01 0.55 0.66

Table 1 shows an example of an N-Best list for the name-
based identity claim task with the top 10 entries. The actual spo-
ken utterance was “chris craft”. The first column shows the rank-
ing of the hypotheses, with the first row being the best hypothesis
of the speech recognizer alone. The corresponding hypotheses are
shown in the second column, with the (normalized) scores from
the speech recognizer shown in the third column. The scores from
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rs.
termine the sensitivity of the NL error to the combina-
ht 	 in Equation (5), we varied 	 and plotted the NL-
of the combined system at 
 � �, as shown in Fig-

he overall performance improves significantly, even for
all contribution from the (normalized) speaker recogni-
. The original NL error rate of the recognizer alone was
d the equal error rate of the speaker recognizer is 4.85%.
st combination weight of 	 � �� (i.e., the speaker
n score is weighed 1.19 times that of the speech recog-
re), the NL error rate drops to approximately 12.2%, a
provement of 34%. For large combination weights, the

nce degrades from the optimal weight but levels out to
ror rate of approximately 15%, still better than that ob-
th the speech recognition score alone. This shows that
ents can even be obtained with an approach that sim-

he speech recognizer to generate the N-best list, discards
h recognition scores, and resorts the N-best list with the
ecognition scores.
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cores (normalized). As can be seen, the minimum error
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the combination weight of 	 � ��, the top curve
2 shows the NL-error rate of the combined speech and

ecognizers (“AllSystemErr after resorting without rejec-
compared to the theoretical limit (“Min nbest error”) for a

N-Best list. Given that we are using a multi-pass rescor-
ach, the improvement to this error rate from the speaker
n system is bounded by the N-Best performance. The

erformance is a theoretical measure that counts an ut-
s correctly recognized if the correct name appears any-
the top N hypotheses generated by the recognizer. As the
e N-Best list increases, the integration of the speech and
ecognition systems shows significant improvement, even
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Fig. 2. The top curve “AllSystemErr after resorting without rejec-
tion” shows the performance of the combined speech and speaker
recognition system vs. the size of the N-best list. This is compared
to the theoretical limit “Min nbest error”. The combined system
gives a 34% relative reduction in NL-error rate as compared to the
speech recognition system alone. The bottom two curves show the
performance of the system when a rejection threshold is used. The
first curve labeled “AllSystemErr after resorting with rejection”
shows significant gains in performance with the penalty shown in
the last curve of a non-zero “Reprompt Rate”.

with only 3 hypotheses.
Figure 3 shows the system performance when the rejection

threshold is varied. All the combined scores 	� below the thresh-
old are rejected and the utterance is reprompted. Below a rejection
threshold of 1.7, the system error decreases but with of course an
increase of the reprompt rate. Rejection thresholds greater than 1.7
hurt performance due to previously correctly accepted utterances
being rejected.

The ability to reject an utterance that would otherwise be an er-
ror, and then prompt the user to repeat the utterance is critical when
deploying a speech recognition application. Plotting performance
with rejection more accurately demonstrates the performance that
the user would experience. The third curve of Figure 2 shows the
performance of the combined speech and speaker recognizers with
rejection, labeled as “AllSystemErr after resorting with rejection”.
The last curve shows the corresponding reprompt rate, or the per-
centage of times the users are reprompted (equal to the percentage
of utterances rejected). This curve is labeled as “RepromptRate”.
It is interesting to note that with reprompting, the NL error rate can
be reduced to 6.9% with a modest 7% reprompt/reject rate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a general framework for the integration of
speaker and speech recognizers. By formulating the problem as
a joint maximization of the a posteriori probability of the word
sequence and speaker, an expression can be derived that clearly
shows how to properly combine a speaker-independent speech rec-
ognizer, a text-dependent speaker recognizer, a speaker-dependent
language model, and a term representing the prior probability of
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stem Performance Versus Rejection Threshold. The sys-
rmance for an N-best size of 10 entries is shown for vary-
tion thresholds. All the combined scores 	� below the
are rejected and the utterance is reprompted. As can be
benefits of the rejection threshold are present until the
threshold exceeds 1.7.

er. An efficient multipass N-Best search method was de-
o implement the maximization, and it was applied to an
telephone, name-based speech recognition task, resulting
reduction in the NL error rate.
e work will explore the use of the framework developed
per for a variety of other applications, with a particular
the development of application-specific search strategies
he joint maximization problem.
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